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LZ Overview
● Dual-phase TPC equipped with 10 tonnes of xenon, in 

an effort to detect WIMPs via anomalous nuclear recoils
○ Under construction in the Davis Campus at the Sanford 

Underground Research Facility, 4850’ underground
● Best sensitivity for WIMP masses near 40 GeV

○ 3(5) 𝜎 discovery potential for cross-sections of 
3.8(6.7)*10-48 cm2  

● Background Control
○  Xenon skin PMTs surrounding the TPC to detect 

𝛽’s, 𝛾’s, and neutrons entering/exiting the TPC
○ Outer Detector: 10 acrylic tanks of Gd-doped 

liquid scintillator around the cryostats, 
submerged in a larger tank of ultra-pure water 
equipped with 120 PMTs
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How The TPC Works
● WIMPs are expected to interact with standard model 

matter via nuclear recoils (NR), producing 
scintillation light and free electrons

● The produced photons are ~immediately detected 
with PMTs (S1 signal), while electrons drift up against 
the applied field and are converted into a light signal 
in the extraction region (S2 signal)

● The S2:S1 ratio depends on if the initial scatter was a 
nuclear recoil or an electronic recoil (ER)

○ The most abundant backgrounds (𝛾 and 𝛽) interact via 
ER

○ Since WIMPs interact via NR, we’re looking for an 
excess of NR events above background 
expectations! 
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Background 
Breakdown

● Estimated backgrounds for 
5.6 tonne x 1000 day 
exposure

● Traditional WIMP search 
energies: ~1.5-~6.5 keV (ER) 
and ~6-~30 keV (NR)
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Electronic Recoils

Nuclear Recoils

● Looking for WIMPs that will 
produce nuclear recoils, but 
what else can fall into the 
NR band? 

● Naturally, neutrons
● Closeness of ER and NR 

bands creates “leakage” into 
signal region

● Additionally, double scatter 𝛾 
events can artificially enter 
the the signal region if one of 
the S2s goes undetected

Simulated Background Events for 1000 live 
days with a 5.6 tonne fiducial mass
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● Functions to veto neutron and 𝛾 
backgrounds with high efficiency

○ Neutron captures on Gd release 4-5 𝛾’s 
totaling ~8 MeV, allowing for easy 
detection of scintillation in the LAB 
scintillator

○ Less frequently, additional captures on 
H in the LAB, producing a single 2.2 MeV 
𝛾

● Provides information for 
characterizing NR background

○ Measuring the rate of neutron captures 
will contribute crucial evidence needed 
to support a discovery claim
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LZ’s Outer Detector
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Characterizing the Neutron Background
● 𝛾 backgrounds overshadow low energy 

neutron captures in the OD
● Simulated data shows that neutron captures 

with pulse areas > 440 phd are well-isolated
○ 440 phd corresponds to approximately 3.6 MeV 

which avoids the smeared 2.6 MeV  208Tl line

● Compare BG data with neutron calibration 
data, as the neutron capture spectra from 
calibration data should be the same as that 
in the background

● Ratio of above/below 440 phd in calibration 
data will provide the number of neutron 
captures



Neutron-Proton Scatters
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Proton Recoil Neutron Capture

3 MeV simulated neutron

● High energy neutrons entering the OD will scatter off of hydrogen in the liquid scintillator before a 
capture event → quenched scintillation compared to capture spectrum

● Can provide info regarding neutron transport and energy dependent cross-sections, and reduce 
accidental coincidence rate

In Progress...



𝛾-X: Imposter Nuclear Recoils

● Electrons are extracted and detected with the aid of an 
electric field, created by biasing steel wire-mesh grids

● Don’t want PMTs exposed to electric fields; protected 
with an additional bottom grid, creating a “Reverse 
Field Region” (RFR)

● Any energy deposit in the RFR will not have have 
extracted electrons → S1 signal, but no S2!

● Small mean-free-path of 𝛾’s in LXe lead to multiple 
scatters, what if one is in the RFR and the second is not?

● Result is a “𝛾-X” event, that looks like a single scatter 
with an increased S1 size 
○ Can make ER events shift into the NR band → Imposter Signal!!
○ Extra caution needed for identifying 𝛾 decays from the bottom 

PMTs ( 238U, 232Th, 60Co, 40K ) 9
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● The missing S2  causes 𝛾-X events 
to leak into the signal region

● This becomes the dominant form 
of ER leakage at higher energies

● The unique distribution of these 
events may actually be used to 
constrain the number of 
problematic 𝛾-X events that will be 
observed

○ Count simulated 𝛾-X events in 
the unexpected areas of 
phase-space and compare to 
those that end up in the signal 
region
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Simulated 𝛾-X Events using NEST v2.0 [zenodo.org/record/1314669]

Monte Carlo Simulations
Flat energy spectrum: 1-300 keV

Heavily increased stats to illustrate 𝛾-X nature!



● We expect  the majority of 𝛾-X events to 
originate from the bottom PMT array

● In the past, fiducialization and energy cuts 
eliminated most of the concern 

○ Expected 𝛾 energies from bottom array BGs result 
in few events when using a traditional WIMP 
search region

○ But as we begin to explore higher energies and 
expand our ROI, this rate increases we need to 
better characterize these events

● Should be able to also discriminate based 
on pulse shape

○ LUX showed successful ER/NR discrimination 
using pulse shapes [arXiv:1802.112002] 

○ Should be able to use this to reject any 𝛾-X ER 
leakage
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Normalized NR and 𝛾-X S1’s

In Progress...

Monte Carlo 
Simulations



Summary
● To make a dark matter discovery claim requires critical scrutiny of any remaining 

backgrounds after final cuts have been applied
○ LZ has put in place crucial veto systems ( Xe skin PMTs and the OD ) to optimize background rejection

● Characterizing the neutron background rate to a high-degree is possible by 
identifying neutron captures in the liquid scintillator, and the associated quenched 
scintillation of proton recoils

● As we begin to expand the region of interest to include higher energies, this will 
increase the severity of 𝛾-X events that are disguised as nuclear recoils

○ Due to the unique nature of 𝛾-X events, counting events that fall into strange areas of phase-space can 
provide information regarding the number of events mimicking NR

○ ER/NR pulse shape discrimination has shown to be effective, should also be applicable here to veto 
high energy 𝛾-X
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On The Surface...
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A Mile Deep in the Davis...
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